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Significance Determination Process
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The significance determination process (SDP) provides a methodito placeispection
findings in context for risk significance in a manner that allows themo bcombined
with other plant performance results. This information sused to'determine the level of
NRC engagement in accordance with the Reactor OyVersight andAsessment Process
Action Matrix. This process is used in conjunction withInspection;Ptocedure (IP)
71111.08 "In-service Inspection," to estimate the riWsignificaince of as-fo46
dpiant/
conditions which may result in failures to meet licensing bases and regulaitory a I
pepotioa
program.
commitments as identified through the in-service

/

This SDP provides a generic tool for assigning theorelimiiay'and final "color" to
inspection findings when tube steam generator tube degradation has exceeded tube
integrity performance criteria. This SDP is not-suitable for assgninb a preliminary color
to findings that involve only programmatic deiciencies in the i eri'ee's steam generator
tube integrity program, without any identifibatiorjof'physical tubdegradation that
exceeds the performance criteria. Allrinspecti'
relat`d to tube degradation
should be screened for SDP considerations (see Aplpen'dixtB and Appendix E to MC
0612 for additional guidance on thesscreening processr) Plant-specific and
degradation-specific factors can have substantial effects on the level of risk associated
with individual findings. Wherespecific&6eels of degradation are most likely to be within
the risk ranges associate withzparticular0uolor,lhis SDP indicates those colors. For
a few types'dffindingthat Can have Wi
nge of physical parameter variation, this
SDP indicates only "tobe'determined becaise the range of the risk associated with the
range of thedete1r, inin 'parameter is much broader than the range of one color.
Findings thatre in'the "to beQddt~emined" category will be reviewed by an analyst with
experience Jpst
i-neratortuberisk assessment to determine which color is
appropriate fdspe'ific conditions in the finding. To assure consistency among the
regions 'f indin gs thatie, a preliminary risk significance of "white", "yellow", or "red"
also shoiuld be reviewed by'an analyst with experience in steam generator tube risk
assessment to ensure that'the specific conditions of the finding are consistent with the
assumptions used in& signing the generic risk bands.

2.'0 ' BACKGROUND
Be'ca usemogtPRAs contain only the logic for risk due to spontaneous tube rupture
eventslhere is not yet a widespread recognition of the risk impact that results from
lesser levels of tube degradation. Therefore, it has been determined that a full
assessment of risk due to steam generator (SG) tube degradation requires
consideration of several types of core damage accident sequences:
1.

Sequences initiated by the spontaneous rupture of a tube. The sequences that
result in core damage involve a variety of combinations of equipment failures and
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human mistakes and most of the core damage sequences also result in
containment bypass.
2.

Sequences initiated by steam-side depressurization of a SG, which causes one
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similar combinations of equipment failures and human mistakes. Containment
bypass is usually caused by the combination of tube rupture and the cause of
the steam-side depressurization.
3.

Sequences created by initiating events and equipment failures that have nothing
to do with the SG tubes. The core damage sequences of poncem'are
characterized by relatively high reactor coolant system pressure nd dry SGs at
the time that fuel cladding oxidation occurs inthe.,reactorore hese conditions,
subject the SG tubes to temperatures well above desigqkiiiies.i At these
abnormal temperatures, the tube material is~w'eaker, and tube'ruptures~may.t/
occur if the tube strength has been degraded during.normal operation.. The,
effect of tube degradation on these sequence's. is an increase in th''pr61ability
that containment bypass will occur for accidntsa'ready included in the base
core damage frequency. They do not increasete' ie.damage frequency.

4.

Sequences caused by failure of the ReactorProtectido6-Syt6'm to stop the
These se'quences are called loss
nuclear chain reaction when feed water isiJst`.
of feedwater anticipated transientswithout.'scram.(lofw-ATWS) events. With
additional equipment failures, they can pr' du& reactofcoolant system
pressures that are high enougi to c
ilures that lead to core damage.
If the tubes are degraded thdehigh pressure rra lso rupture some tubes as
well, creating a contai ert..bypass.

Typical PR&s account o 9 lyforrthe sequences iitiated by spontaneous tube rupture
events duringnormal operation. In the''rnid2.1980s, NUREG-0844 identified the
pressure'n'dbced rupfuir~e`s ithe second-and fourth types of sequences, and NUREG1150 ien'tified th igh-lernperture-induced ruptures in the third class of sequences.
In the mid-1990s,` NUjEG-1570'collected all of these sequences in one place and
evaluated thenfor sP8pecific leva '~fdegradation. A few plant-specific PRAs have
been update-to .incriorate the induced-rupture sequences. This SDP incorporates
information obtainedlfr6mrtheNUREGs and available industry information to provide a
generic'tool for assigAing a7`rliminary "color" to inspection findings when tube

degradation has violafd6Wne or more tube integrity performance criteria.
2.0'-, GUIDANCEFOR SDP USE
this SDP:places'typical tube degradation inspection findings in broad "color" groups.
Ac'o6rding'tp-th ROP, "green" issues are those that result in a ALERF below

In the context of this Appendix, the term "degraded" refers to any reduction in the
structuraVleakage integrity of a tube, regardless of the depth of the flaw. It is not
intended to convey the special definition of a "degraded" tube used in the
standard Technical Specifications.
0609, App J
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10-/reactor-year. "White" findings are in the ALERF range between 10-7 and
10-/reactor-year. "Yellow" findings are in the ALERF range between 10' and
10- 5/reactor-year. Red" findings are those with ALERF above 105 /reactor-year.
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they have different frequencies for some important sequences. High/dry core damage
sequences are less likely to produce tube failures due to high tube temperatures in
B&W once-through SG designs than in the U-tube SG designs in Westinghouse (W)
and Combustion Engineering (CE) plants. Also, B&W plants have a higherf.ncidence of
steam-side depressurization events that would fail tubes that had degraded-to the
degree that they are susceptible to MSLB accident pressures.
Because tube degradation that violates the 3APNO (31imes the'differeitial pressure
across a tube during normal full power, steady stateoperation),peformance criterion/
may make the tube susceptible to high/dry core damage sequ5cesthat have.a29
frequency in the low-1 0 5/reactor-year range, any of the colors are possible. ;However,
the degree of degradation beyond the performance criterion, the fraction ofQa;-year over
which this degree of degradation existed, and many4i-anit-.specific factors are important
determinants for the risk in a specific case. Informatioi:gath'ered through previous
plant specific analyses and engineering judgemenithave'ibveen used to assign a "white"
significance level for findings of single tubes thatare susceptibiily to these
sequences. When multiple tubes have degraded below the structural integrity
performance criteria, or a single tube haszdegradedbelow that'level in multiple cycles, it
is more likely but not certain that the total risk will fall intotheyellow" range. For that
reason, the table indicates only "to bedetermined" forfindings involving multiple
instances of exceeding the structura integrity criteria~B&V plants with one tube that
violates the structural integritycriteria arealso liste &under the "to be determined"
category because the lesser degree of
the once-through design to the
high/dry sequences provides a substantial potential for a "green" result.
dedtthe point that they cannot sustain the
When one or more tub
maximum pfresure differdialpected during a design basis main steam line break
event(APMS'O), it is necessaryto'in§de those sequences in the risk assessment, as
well. The thresholdforthis sequenceis the lowest operable pressurizer valve setpoint.
In some plants§,thLa wilt
power-operated
rea
relief valve; for other plants where the
PORVslAe blocked'orit_
i stalled, it will be a safety valve setpoint. Again, B&W plants
differsinificantly fror theW'and CE plants. B&W plants have experienced several
events that produced pessures near these thresholds shortly after a reactor trip.
We sfinghouse plants Ave experienced a relatively smaller number of events
Considering the numbers of each design in operation), and none that we are currently
awaredof produced;such high pressure differentials across the tubes after a reactor
Hppedfromnironal operation. However, Westinghouse plant events are known to have
produced sirmiarly high pressure differentials across the tubes under other operational

sitiu~atioh"sand lesser pressure differentials following trips from full power. On this basis,
the assumed frequency of a steam-side depressurization event is estimated at about
10 2/reactor-year for B&W plants and about 10-3/reactor-year for the U-tube designs.
When degradation has made the tubes susceptible to rupture if a steam generator
depressurizes, a depressurization event becomes much more difficult for the operators
to handle. Considering the difficulty of the combined primary and secondary system
failures, the probability for the plant operators failing to stop the sequence before core
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damage occurs is estimated to be about 10.2. Thus, a tube susceptible to steam-side
depressurization event for a year is estimated to produce a ACDF and a ALERF of about
10 4/reactor-year for a B&W piant and about 10-5/reactor-year for a Westinghouse or
Combustion Engineering plant. These values are well into the red" range for B&W
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expected to occur for an entire year in most cases, the U-tube plants have been
assigned a preliminary "yellow" while the B&W plants are assigned a preliminary "red."
Finally, a performance deficiency that results is the amount of degradation that makes a
plant susceptible to tube rupture during normal operation has been assigna'"a "red"
color for all plant designs. Included in this color are tubes that would ruptu're at pressure
differentials that are often encountered during normal plant operafti6oig; even if the tube
did not actually rupture because the actual operatiojstdid not happen to include those
pressures while the tube was susceptible. A probability of about;O.1Jorbrcountering
those pressures is sufficient to keep the ALERF estiMate in th'" red"category..he
pressure threshold for this category is about 1J600t~itfor many plants. iHever,!some
plants may subject their tubes to much higher values, soplant-specific information
should be used.
r with one or more tubes that
This appendix includes a green criterion for plant opera
should have been repaired or plugged, but were not.This criterionis intended to apply to either
1) a licensee's failure to identify a flaw that shouldhavebeen idenhif iediismieeting the plugging
limit with the data obtained in a previous inspectioh, or2) a41icensee 's Jnadvertent failure to plug
a tube that was identified for plugging. This riterion
ioe'not applyto the situation where a
tube that is identified as flawed in a subsequent inspiectiori can-be found to have exhibited a
detectable signal in the previous inspection databiunless the'datafrom the previous inspection
clearly indicates that the flaw exceeod'the plugging limits at the time of the previous inspection.
However, if the flaw causes the teto' fail the 3xAPNO requirement when it is found in the
subsequent inspection, then SDQciiteria lisfed undewhite, yellow or red will still apply.
FindingsinV61ving accidet leakage havbeeniplaced in the "to be determined" category
of the tb&
fh'wideange of potential leak rates can result in risk levels that
tbecause
range fromtJhegreen" intoted',rkd'categories. Individual findings that involve
degradatiott woild exceed thdaccident leakage performance criterion under design
basis acciden p
aondti
s should b- referred to a risk analyst with expertise in steam
generatorr'sk'assessments, The'analyst will compare the finding parameters to the
latest nformation availablejfiro the ongoing research efforts to select an appropriate
colorfor the phase 2 aalysis
lhe table does not include entries for exceeding the operational leakage limits because
that.does not necessarily mean that a significant risk increase has occurred. When that
.irniisf exceeded,the licensee must shut down the plant and find the cause. Once the
cause.is-determined, it will be possible to characterize the problem in terms of the
probabilityJ r1'upture and the estimated rate of leakage at the specific conditions
associted with the risk significant accident sequences. So, the significance can then be
based on the entries for those findings in the table.
B&W reactors have an additional issue that is not relevant to the U-tube designs used by
Westinghouse and CE. The B&W design uses straight tubes that can be put into
tension or compression by thermal transients in the RCS, due to changes in the
temperature difference between the tubes and the SG vessel shells, which are rigidly
0609, App J
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connected, parallel mechanical structures. For transients that cool the tubes
significantly more rapidly than the shells, the tubes may experience axial tension loads
that are high enough to cause tube failure at significant circumferential cracks. At
present, significant circumferential cracking is not being found in the free span at B&W
'i t 5 1; JUI ,L, i IUIU
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Aii
I
Go mic;
pressure loads. The SDP does not attempt to assign a color to a finding of significant
circumferential cracking in the free-span of the tubes in B&W reactors, but it does
include a note to alert inspectors to submit the finding for Phase 3 analysis if it ever
occurs.
U
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Steam Generator Tube Integrity SDP Matrix
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ALERF > 10-5

RED

One tiUb6that-cannot su
and C)~A
t
A .011'
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. (htub~e.thatdoes not meet 3XAPNO

perfqrrpance~criterion (W and CE)
; ne o r i oreiAbes that should have been
repaired's a result of previous

,two or more tubes that do not meet the
3XAPNO performance criterion

One or more tubes that do not meet
3XAPNO performance criterion in two of
last three inspections
One or more SGs that violate "accident
leakage" performance criterion
One tube that does not meet 3XAPNO
performance criterion (B&W)
Noies:2'Khwassigned colors for phase 2 are based on the assumption that the releases from
~~cre damage events with failed tubes have characteristics that are appropriately treated
as part of the large, early release frequency as modeled by the NRC in NUREG-1 150.
B&W plants with circumferential tube cracks may be susceptible to failure due to axial
stresses induced by thermal transients. If circumferential cracks are found in the freespan of a B&W plant, the issue should be submitted for phase 3 analysis.
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performance deficiencies which result in failures to meet licensing bases and regulatory
commitments as identified through the in-service inspection program.
RISK INCREASES CREATED BY STEAM GENERATOR TUBE
DEGRADATION

11

One of the difficulties with risk estimation for steam generator (SG) tubedegradation
issues is that most Individual Plant Examinations (IPQE);nd o hej;pro`ba4istic risk
assessments (PRAs) do not include logic models for,'alI of the effe-cts ofthe degradation.
Complete risk assessments of SG tube degradation equire consideratid
of several
types of core damage accident sequences:
1.

Sequences initiated by spontaneous ruptureof itube. The sequences
that result in core damage involve aevariet-of"corbinations of equipment
failures and human mistakes. Mostrof the cc driiae sequences also
result in containment bypass,biutnot'all.

2.

Sequences initiated byt
dessurfzanf
a SG, which causes
one or more degradedtubes to~upture. These sequences result in core
of equipment failures and human
damage by similar cbnt
mistakes. Containment is uually bypassed by the combination of tube

rupture and the use of teisteam side depressurization.
3.

Some coremage sequ
ed by initiating events and equipment
failures fih
pathin!so do with the SG tubes. The core damage
''s'equences~of.oncem are characterized by relatively high reactor coolant
s'ystehmpressOre
., r 1.
- hand'dry
.,U- H
. SGs
<. at the time that fuel cladding oxidation
o cursiNhe reactor o're. These conditions subject the SG tubes to

/''

- '.

go

2

iemperatureswell above design values. At these abnormal temperatures,
the tube' mntial is weaker, and tube ruptures may occur if the tube
strengththase
b'een degraded during normal operation. The effect of tube
degradati onion these sequences is an increase in the probability that
containment bypass will occur for accidents already included in the base
core darhage frequency. They do not increase the core damage
freqikhcy, but they may increase the large early release frequency.

In the context of this Appendix, the term "degraded" refers to any reduction in the
structural/leakage integrity of a tube, regardless of the depth of the flaw. It is not
intended to convey the special definition of a "degraded" tube used in the
standard Technical Specifications.
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4.

Sequences caused by failure of the reactor protection system to stop the
nuclear chain reaction when feed water is lost. These sequences are
called loss of feedwater anticipated transients without scram (lofw-ATWS)
events. With additional equipment failures, they can produce reactor
o~~olorwt~46 rnurnta
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lead to core damage. If the tubes are degraded, the high pressure may
also rupture some tubes as well, creating a containment bypass.
Typical PRAs include only the first of these types of sequences, those initiated by
spontaneous tube rupture events during normal operation. In the mid-1986, NUREG0844 identified the pressure-induced ruptures in the second andfourthtypes of
sequences, and NUREG-1 150 identified the high-temperature-induced ruptures in the
third class of sequences. In the mid-1990s, NUREG-1570 collctellof these
sequences in one place and evaluated them for a specific levelo deg'adation. A fewy
IPEs have been updated to incorporate the induced 4upt
F,
Calvert Cliffs IPE.
There still is a problem with making the risk model logic fjorthese sequences sensitive to
the current degree of degradation of the steam genrator tubdes in a specific plant.
Nearly all PRAs use the same frequency for the s~p'ntan6Jo'us-rUpture of a tube during
normal operation. Intuitively, it seems that those-plants with knhowoitube degradation
problems should have higher spontaneousrupturefrequenciesthan plants with new
SGs and no degradation observed to date;-@Hwe Ver;'to
r
some idegree, use of the
average empirical frequency is justified by our experien'd.that"all of the tube rupture
events have been surprises when thve occurred. And,'it will remain so, because a plant
would not knowingly be operated ith tubesithat hade'graded to the point that they
cannot withstand three times the`tresseszdf normalVbperation. Even when an
inspection has revealed that thefactor-of-ree margin required by the plant's licensing
basis has not been maintained'during a previous operating cycle, it is difficult to relate
the degreedof degradationithat actually is`observed to a quantitative increase in the
probability that tube degradation would hav'e reached the spontaneous rupture point in
that cyclIhli'makes iiifeasiilejo base SDP color determination on the
unquantifia1b-"fleuctuations Iifspntaaeous rupture frequency for a specific plant.
This and other problemis with risk'cjiantification will be discussed in a later section.
TUBE I TEGRITY REQUIREMENTS

Ill
1I

of~1

Steam Generator tube integrity requirements occur in several forms. Current technical
spJcifications are'iased on an outdated assumption that the dominant forms of tube
dgradationrare,'Vitting and general wastage of the overall wall thickness. For the growth
rates 6btrved for these types of degradation and one-year fuel cycle lengths, limiting
tube`i6a'w`depths to 40% of the wall thickness at the beginning of the cycle provides
reasonable assurance that the tubes will meet the licensing basis requirements by the
end of the cycle. Pits that penetrate the wall are limited in size by the technical
specification limit on operational leakage. Licensing basis analyses assume that
accident leakage is at the limit for operational leakage, and that the leak rate will not
increase due to the accident. That is a valid assumption for pits, but not for cracks,
which have become the dominant form of degradation in reactors today. If an accident
0609, App J
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produces higher than normal pressure difference across the tube walls, cracks may
open. Flaws that did not leak during normal operation may begin to leak, and the rate of
leakage may greatly increase through cracks that were already leaking slightly during
normal operation. Also, crack depths have been observed to grow at much higher rates
iiiiti WaS aSbUilleU iu0

Wbida9.

It has been recognized for some time that the specific requirements in current technical
specifications are prescriptive and out of date for the kinds of degradation mechanisms
currently being experienced. These requirements have significant shortcomings with
respect to ensuring that tubes are inspected before their integritymay beimpaired.
Among these shortcomings, the condition of the tubes is not directly evaluated relative to
structural margin and accident leakage values assumed in the pant licensing bases. To
address these shortcomings, the industry has developeda variety-of technical guidelines
on matters related to maintaining steam generator tube integrity!.i"addition, the
industry has voluntarily adopted the NEI 97-06 initiative, "Steam
eeritor.Te
b
Integrity Program." More recently, NEI has submitted a proposed genric linsing
change package consistent with the implementation 6fths initiative. This'nitiatile and
proposed generic license change package integrates -lthe industry guidelines into a
performance-based program for ensuring tube integrity. iUnderthis approach, the
condition of the tubing will periodically be assessed relative to performance criteria which
are commensurate with tube integrity and wit4,thecurrent plant licensing bases. These
criteria include:
1.

All tubes shall retain a safty factor of threeagainst burst under normal
steady state full powerperaton.prmajo secondary pressure differential
and a safety facto of.4 against burst appIied to the design basis accident
primary to seconday.pressurt
from the above
requirements, additional loading conditions associated with the design
basis accidents)'orcombinrtioneof accidents in accordance with the design
Sand ficens~haPsis, shall also be revaluated to determine if the associated
&.KZ.
Afloads connribiit ' significantly to burst. In the assessment of tube integrity,
thse loadJtlj-at'do`significantlyaffect burst shall be determined and
Rassessed in combination with the loads due to primary to secondary
pressure differential using safety factors that are consistent with the
'basis design criteria.

7,t

For axial cracksi` all types of steam generators, this is usually interpreted as a
requirement t'be capable of maintaining a pressure differential equal to the
greaterf either 3 times the normal operating pressure difference across the tube
wall, (3XAPNo), or 1.4 times the pressure difference of the most limiting design
basis Acident, which is the main steam line break accident (1.4xAPmsB).
;<n . owiever, for circumferential cracks, other sources of loading, apart from
differential pressure loads, may contribute to burst. Potential additional loads
include bending stresses induced by LOCAs, safe shutdown earthquake, and
main steam line break. For the straight-tube steam generators in B&W plants,
the additional loads also include axial loads induced by differential thermal
expansion/contraction between the tubes and the shell during the
temperature/pressure transients resulting from design basis accidents. For a
given flaw, the structural criteria require that licensees determine whether such
non-pressure loading sources may impact the burst pressure. Where it is
determined that such may be the case, licensees must directly consider the
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impact of such loads on burst. The methodology to be employed for considering
the impact of non-pressure loadings will have been documented to NRC at the
time the structural criterion is incorporated into the plant technical specification.
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accident, other than a SG tube rupture, shall not exceed the leakage rate
assumed in the accident analysis in terms of total leakage rate for all SGs
and leakage rate for an individual SG. Leakage is not to exceed [150]
gallons per day through each SG for a total of [600] gallons per day
through all SGs.
During the most limiting design basis accident, thebculte rate of
leakage (accident leakage) is limited to values cos'istent'with the licensing
basis analyses. The values in brackets'afe often plgntspe6ific and
IV
typically are limited to 1 gallon per midte (gpm)o'r"iess'.". This"typically
applies to a single steam generator under theac6nditionsassumdf6era
design-basis main steam line break acideri (For a few spsecificbtypes of
degradation in specific, confined locdti6" the NRC has approved
alternate repair criteria that allow for specific'higher accident leakage limits,
using hypothetical leakage calculations thatdAi';'take credit for the
physical effects of the confining structures.) -

3.

During operation, the maximumleakage from a shile steam generator
shall not exceed 150 gallorns
pert(r
daiygpd
p
S\ .ao
s
The 150 gpd value has'been found by experience to be appropriate to
preempt rupture of atube thatis exhibiting leak-before-break type
behavior, and items not unne' ssarify4rdensome. However, operational
leakage is ot ne'essalming f, 'Rma type of degradation that is
usceptibleto.rupture, an don'thedother hand, some flaws have ruptured
I!-%tt

letgjist

Licensees current y' etermine their.compliance with the first two criteria by calculations
based on
t'ub"e n-s.;i"eriett
based
on the
thrvice
testing (ISI) data and/or by in-situ pressure testing at each
SG tube IS

f:-\,

I

Inspection findings that involve failures to meet either of the first two requirements can
bevearnuat
emsfo e risk that is incurred. Findings that involve operational
leakage are notamepable to risk assessment until the cause of the leakage has been
found and it is assessed with respect to the first two requirements.
IV RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TUBE DEGRADATION AND THE
BI ' REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS "CORNERSTONES"
When tube degradation reaches a level that prevents a tube from meeting its required
pressure retention capability (3xAPNO or 1.4xAPMsLB), it is beginning to become
susceptible to the accident sequences that induce tube rupture by high temperatures
that would occur during core damage accidents. Excessive tube leakage during severe
accident sequences may also alter the course of the sequence and cause gross tube
0609, App J
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failure, creating a containment bypass. This degree of degradation also makes the tube
susceptible to rupture due to the extremely high reactor coolant system (RCS) pressures
that can occur in some ATWS accident sequences, creating an increased probability for
containment bypass for those sequences, too. Thus, this degree of degradation has an
6IICLt VilILIaI
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When tube degradation reaches the level that allows a tube to rupture under the
conditions of a design-basis main steam line break event, it has become susceptible to
failure during anticipated operational occurrences such as steam system ,
depressurization events. This is still considered a degradation of the "BarrierIntegrity
Cornerstone," but it involves additional terms of the risk equatio 4 o.quahtify the effect.
during normal
Finally, when degradation reaches the level that allows'a'tube
'seen
slightly
1t
operation (or it could have ruptured if the pressure on"the tube6ha
tcionlthe 4
increased by a practice used in normal operation),Ahen the
an e
"Initiating Events Cornerstone" as well as the "BaMerlntegr'tVy Corerstob"Xt'2:
V

SCREENING STEAM GENERATORJTUBE DEGRADATION ISSUES
THAT RESULT FROM AN INSPECTION

Because most PRAs contain only the logicforiskdue to s
neus tube rupture
events, there is not yet a widespread recotnitiin''of'thoefrisk
tmphact
that results from
lesser levels of tube degradation. As aresult, yhen tie''ispection issue is tube
degradation that doesn't meet margin requirementslbutisiabove the spontaneous
rupture threshold, the inspector will advance'to the risikr'6'ated questions in Group 3
Appendix B to IMC 0612.
/I
/
,/
VI

TREATMENT OF SG TUBEISI.ISSJES THAT DO NOT PROVIDE

REDIRECT KNOWLEDGE bOFTCBEtCONDITION
Except when tubes rupture during normal operation, our knowledge of tube condition is
limited to the resultsof the peiodic'tube inspections conducted by the licensees,
sometimes suppiem'r'ented by rnjitu"'tpressure tests of a few tubes. If those inspections
are not conductedn nner that is adequate to detect tube degradation before it
reachessignificant eiVls,,then a substantial risk increase can occur without our
knowledge.
Reg latory requirements do not specifically address many of the technical aspects of
how the licensee's SfG tube ISI activities are conducted. Industry guidance has been
ev6eoped for seleting specific SI methods and practices that are adequate for specific
plarit:cnditions•>However, the current guidance on how to do an effective tube ISI is not
fully~rniaturie
l plant conditions. The overall intent of NRC requirements and industry
gu~iahce1is to conduct tube ISI with sufficient frequency and detection capability to
provide reasonable assurance that every tube will continue to satisfy all tube
performance criteria until the next inspection.
Many NRC inspection issues are related to questions about the adequacy of the
licensee's ISI and condition monitoring methods and practices with respect to the
licensees' obligation under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion 16 to identify conditions
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adverse to quality. In cases where tube ISI and condition monitoring has not revealed
any violation of the tube performance criteria, some NRC findings may still raise doubts
about whether the ISI has beeh adequate to assure that all tubes meet the criteria, or
that they will continue to do so by the end of the next inspection interval. Examples of
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tube degradation that has violated the tube performance criteria at similar plants; (2) the
"noise" level in the inspection signal is unusually large at a plant, and could mask the
signal of a flaw that could grow to violate a performance criterion before the next
inspection; (3) screening criteria for selecting tubes for in-situ pressure testing does not fully
account for flaw size measurement error associated with nondestructive examigati6
technologies, and 4) the number and/or severity of flaws found significantly exceeded what was
expected, based on the previous operational assessment
For these types of inspection issue, we do not know-te probability of tube failure under
the various risk-related plant conditions because vye'do not have an adequate basis6'fr
assessing the physical condition of the tubes. In theory, if we had dai'd8o6'th&'inu mer of
times that the tubes had degraded to specific performance]levels for a large nu'mber of
randomly selected cases where inspection had beein'Anadequate, we at least could make
an estimate of the probability that the tubes have degraded '(briwill degrade) to various
levels due to the lack of adequate inspection.
of data is not
available, so the probability of tube degradationIto specificievels isnot known as a
function of the degree or type of licensee SI rfo'mmance prb Ieriis
Id,
'(
,%
aI
Consequently, inspection issues related •inadequate 2 ISlmef ods and practices cannot
be assessed for risk significance whken we ham
knowledge of the degree of
tube degradation that actually has occurred.Thereforethe new reactor oversight
process (ROP) must provide a eans, other than quantitative risk assessment, for the
NRC staff to allot increased ir ection effort on the-basis of this type of inspection issue.
In accordanice with the compapion SG1.a,
modifications are being made to
the inspection proced esilitate
inspector response to issues
involvingJnadeuate SG'tub'e l.In addition to the infeasibility of assigning a risk
increment to an unknown tubbe-condition, there is a need for more rapid agency
response thanhiskachieved thro'gWithd SDP procedures. Licensees can inspect the
tubes only Wh rizthe reactor is shut down and the SGs are opened. There is a very
limited period
6ihich
of ti edti
the tube ISI is scheduled. If a licensee appears to be
performiig the 151 in aniriadecjuate manner, timely agency and licensee responses are
important to limiting un'csary licensee burden as well as maintaining public safety.
Tpeinspection procedures accomplish this by allocating additional effort to SG ISI from
the band of allowable-,inspection effort within the base inspection program. Also,
dentification of thet" types of issues by regional staff will result in notification and
tnvovement.ofheadquarters specialists in DE/EMCB, which will focus additional effort
by badquarter staff on the issues identified.
VII

CONDITIONAL CORE DAMAGE PROBABILITY ESTIMATES FOR SG TUBE
FAILURE EVENTS AND DEGRADED CONDITIONS

When risk-significant tube degradation is revealed by a tube failure during normal
operation or by ISI results, the agency responds in accordance with the provisions of
0609, App J
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Management Directive 8.3. That directive specifies that the level of response is to be
based on deterministic criteria and risk significance, "such as conditional core damage
probability (CCDP)." In the case of SG tube degradation, the more appropriate risk
measure would be the conditional probability of a large, early release (CLERP) of
degradation and failure events can substantially increase public risk with little or no
increase in the core damage frequency.
The probabilistic calculations that are required to quantify the risk increase for the SDP
process are essentially the same as those used to calculate a CC^DP or CLERP. The
following discussion will serve to illustrate both processes needed to support the ROP.
Vil

QUANTIFICATION OF RISK INCREASES ASSOCIATEDWITH SGTUBE
DEGRADATION
4

/f

As previously discussed, there are several types of accident sequences that can
increase CDF and/or LERF estimates due to tube 'degradation. As the degree of
degradation becomes more severe, more of thesesu
to the risk
increase because tube failure probabilities significantly increase for the physical
conditions relevant to those sequences.
When tube degradation has reached thepointthat-onehor mo tubes cannot withstand
three times the pressure differential that occursinnor;nei-tyopefration (3XAPNO), a tube
integrity performance criterion has been vioiated. Th'&3)(APNO level varies significantly
from plant to plant, depending on J6 plantesign are
number of tubes that have
been plugged. It is approximately,4000 psi The risk ignificance of the violation needs
to be assessed as part of theCROP. Hoeirer, the/6cident sequences to which tubes
are vulnerable at approximately the 3Ad leveizf degradation are not design-basis
accidentsThey include ATWS sequencesfahd core damage sequences during which
the fidizes1Wite;thb-FRCS is not:yet depressurized and the SGs are dry
(high/d ywcoreida6mage sequences). The 3APNO tube integrity criterion was not
established'as the threshold"forssceptibility to these sequences. Risk actually may
increase before or aftaenhe tubesJhae degraded to this level, depending on several
aspects of4h plrtdesig-n and caurrent core fuel load parameters. This complicates the
conceptof assessing the risk of the licensee's "performance deficiency" because the
licensee arguably is ahlo6Wdi6 increase risk up to the point of the 3APNO criterion. Thus,
to U8exact, the SDP isk a9sessment should subtract the risk at the 3APNO degree of
degradation from thefrisk at the level of degradation actually found.
[his presents a problem, because the current capability for estimating risk from tube
degrad ionforvthve high/dry sequences is not developed sufficiently to make such fine
distiriction~sjlNUREG-1740, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Ad Hoc
Sjbbc6ormiftee on a Differing Professional Opinion concluded that 'The staff does not
currently have a technically defensible analysis of how steam generator tubes, which
may be flawed, will behave under severe accident conditions in which the reactor
coolant system remains pressurized." There are several crucial gaps in our technical
knowledge that are now the subjects of Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research projects.
These projects are listed with their estimated completion dates in item 3 of the SGAP.
Industry's assessments for these sequences are not any more valid than the staff's
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assessments. Their results do serve to illustrate the wide range of results that have
been obtained. For example, an analysis submitted for one Westinghouse plant
concluded that high/dry core damage sequences would not cause tubes to fail if they
were capable of withstanding design basis accidents, while another analysis for the
same type oil accident sequences at a Combustion Engineering piant conciuad that
tube failure would be assured during by the presence of flaws which are small enough to
meet the 3APNO criterion. In the first study, that degree of degradation was concluded to
be insufficient to cause tube failures. In the other, a lesser degree of degradation was
concluded to be severe enough to assure tube failures. In the first study, the.licensee's
results showed no change in risk as the tube degradation approached the 3AP, 4 i'trength
requirement because tubes with that strength were calculated to survive during'severe
accidents. Inthe second study, there was no change in the risk at theopointWhere tube
degradation reached the 3APNO strength requirement becasestrongert1ies were calculated to
fail during severe accidents, so the risk from the high/dry sequences had afreadyreached its
maximum value at permitted levels of degradation.
f

(

m

So, each study concluded that there is no chanaetin risk atithe 3MPNO leve6 o/
degradation, but for opposite reasons. The staff'sfcurrent'analyses fall between these
two results, making our conclusions about risk increases sensitive to degradation near
the 3APNO level. Because licensee IPEs and current PRAs do'not assume high tube
failure probabilities for the "high/dry" sequences in their bas'ei6i6`ore damage
frequencies, it would not be consistent to useIi
"basin6
failure rates for
SDP purposes. The baseline IPE/PRA value's Ae used to supprt risk-informed
requests for license amendments. It would be iappropriate to'grant a relaxation of an
existing requirement (e.g., diesel generator allowed outagtime) on the basis of low
tube failure probabilities during severe accident sequ'ences'and then assess the
significance of tube degradationiy-assumin' high tub' failure probabilities. That also
would be inconsistent with principle5 of fisk-infornd decision making, as described in
RG 1.174. That principle is to mfonitor t98 license&s performance with respect to
maintaining' values of theparameters th'at werieportant to the risk analyses that
supportedth'!icensingdecision. So, orposes of consistency, the SDP analyses will
subtractohoiy t~hbaseline'.risk assessed in the licensee's PRA for the sequences of
concem.NQt\
J
Similarly, Todels available fromth6etaff's risk assessment for the ATWS rulemaking
effort in th6i9hve be6en found to be outdated by changes in the fuel load
characteristics for current-rea'6tor cores. Additional information on those sequences is
currently coming froma W/estinghouse application to change the NRC's fuel
requirements to a risk-informed basis.
Oecjuse degradation appears to make tubes susceptible to ATWS and high/dry core
f'aagesequeri~ s first, we anticipate that SDP risk assessments for all levels of
deg radati that violates tube integrity performance criteria will need to include these
mo s't 'difficuitsequences. When degradation has become bad enough that tubes are
susceptible to steam line breaks or normal operational stresses, the risk assessment
results will probably be dominated by the additional sequences. However, because the
licensee's can contest the staff's preliminary risk assessment results with their own
analyses, which may tend to diminish the risk based on very specific aspects of a
particular degradation event, it is important that the ATWS and high/dry sequences not
be neglected. For example, even when a tube failure event during normal operation
0609,AppJ
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revealed that the Indian Point Unit 2 plant was susceptible to all of the sequences that
can be influenced by tube degradation, it still was necessary to include the high/dry
sequences in order to determine the appropriate "color."
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with 10CFR100 dose guidelines during design basis accidents, without an understanding
of the impact of tube leakage on the progression of "high/dry" type severe accidents.
So, present knowledge does not provide a clear basis for estimating what the additional
risk is at the regulatory limit for accident leakage. This, too, is a subject of ongoing
SGAP research.
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Because of the need to address these sequences andthe current problems with the
methods for analyzing them, it is not feasible at this tire-to produce plant-specific,
phase 2 SDP tools for SG tube degradation issues.This SDP provides generic toolfor
assigning a preliminary "color" to inspection findingswhen tube,degradation'has vioated
one or more tube integrity performance criteria. Inspectors'hould to requestassistance
from headquarters staff who are familiar with the 6stcurrent knowledgefroi`-`ie
SGAP research projects.
The SDP places typical tube degradation inspection findings in byroad "color" groups.
LMERF'below
According to the ROP, "green" issues are those that have
1x107 /reactor-year. "White" findings are instle AlLERF rangebetvveen 10' and
10- 6/reactor-year. Yellow" findings are i'thieALE RF range between 10.6 and
10-5/reactor-year. "Red" findings are those with'ALERFiabove'10'5/reactor-year.
Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) reactos are liste s e or some findings because
they have different frequenciesio~someimportant sequences. High/dry core damage
sequences are less likely to pro6duce high'tube temperatures in B&W once-through SG
designs than in the U-tube S;designs!Westinghouse (W) and Combustion
Engineern'.(CE) plants•'Aesdl B&W doigns have higher frequency of steam-side
depressu zation events.-X
Becaus
tub~degradation
io ites the 3APNO performance criterion may make the
tubes susceptible;;t6thigh/dry core damiiage sequences that have a frequency in the low1o-/reactor yeartange';,.any of tese colors appear to be a possibility. However, the
degree of degradatioinbeyond the performance criterion, the fraction of a year over
which/this degree of degradation existed, and many plant-specific factors are important
determinants for the risk'ifia specific case. Experience and engineering judgement
have been used to assign a "white" significance level for findings of single tubes that are
susceptible only to these sequences. When multiple tubes have degraded below the
structural integrityperformance criteria, or a single tube has degraded below that level in
i1ultiplecyclesritis more likely but not certain that the total risk will fall into the "yellow"
range.Forthat reason, the table indicates only "to be determined" for findings involving
multiple in'stances of exceeding the structural integrity criteria. B&W plants with one
tube that violates the structural integrity criteria are also listed under the to be
determined" category because the lesser degree of susceptibility for the once-through
design to the high/dry sequences provides a substantial potential for a "green" result.
When one or more tubes has degraded to the point that they cannot sustain the
pressure differential created by a steam-side depressurization event (APMSLB), it is
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necessary to include those sequences in the risk assessment, as well. The threshold for
this sequence is the lowest operable pressurizer valve setpoint. In some plants, that will
be a power-operated relief valve; for other plants where the PORVs are blocked or not
installed, it will be a safety valve setpoint. Again, B&W plants differ significantly from the
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pressures near these thresholds shortly after a reactor trip. Westinghouse plants have
experienced a relatively smaller number of events (considering the numbers of each
design in operation), and none that we are currently aware of produced such high
pressure differentials across the tubes after a reactor tripped from normal operation.
However, Westinghouse plant events are known to have produced similarly'-high
pressure differentials across the tubes under other operational situations and lesser
pressure differentials following trips from full power. On this ba 'ttie'frequency of high
pressure differentials on the tubes due to steam-side epressutriz tion'is estimated at
about 10-2/reactor-yearfor B&W plants and about 1O's/reactor-yerfo6rtheU-tube
designs. When degradation has made the tubes susceptible416'ruptbreif atea,
generator depressurizes, a depressurization event becomes much more!difficult for the
operators to handle. Considering the difficulty of thbborinbined primary a'd secondary
system failures, the probability for the plant operators failir{g to stop the sequence before
core damage occurs is estimated to be about 10-2 .Thus; tube susceptible to a steamside depressurization for a year is estimated to pf duciCDF/ALERF of about
10- 4/RY for a B&W plant and about 10 5/RY for,a.Westingf6use o'Combustion
Engineering plant. These values are well into&ethe'"Bd" rangefrB&W plants and at the
yellow/red threshold for the U-tube plants<Sinc'
ptibilityaiiot expected to occur
for an entire year in most cases, the U-tube plantshave boeerfassigned a preliminary
"yellow" while the B&W plants are assigned a`eliminaryured.n
Finally, the amount of degradatfithat rakes aplant susceptible to tube rupture during
normal operation has been assigned atred" colorfor all plant designs. Included in this
color are tubes that would'rupture at pres-suredifferentials that are often encountered
during noral plant ope'rations, evenifthtubdid not actually rupture because the
actual operations did n6t ha'ppen to inclUde those pressures while the tube was
susceptible';',
bability`f abbutp.1 for encountering those pressures is sufficient to
keep the ALERF estimate inqthe:ed''.kcategory. The pressure threshold for this category
is about 1600_psi fornany plahitts`..l-lHwever, some plants may subject their tubes to
much highervalues,soplant-specific information should be used.
This appendix includes6 .gree"criterion for plant operation at-power with one or more tubes that
should have been repaired'brplugged, but were not. This criterion is intended to apply to either
1),aIicensee's failure toidentify a flaw that should have been identified as meeting the plugging
llniRmtwith the data obtained in a previous inspection, or 2) a licensee's inadvertent failure to plug
tub'e that was identified for plugging. This criterion does not apply to the situation where a
tube that is ideptifd'as flawed in a subsequent inspection can be found to have exhibited a
detectable sighal in the previous inspection data, unless the data from the previous inspection
cleay cat s that the flaw exceeded the plugging limits at the time of the previous inspection.
Howev if the flaw causes the tube to fail the 3XAPNO requirement when it is found in the
subsequent inspection, then SDP criteria listed under white, yellow or red will still apply. If it
appears that a previous inspection was inadequate to properly characterize the condition of the
tubes or that the inspection interval was too long to assure continued compliance with the
performance criteria on the basis of the data obtained in the last inspection, the significance
determination should be based on the nature and degree of the inspection process inadequacy,
rather than on the worst flaw found by an inadequate ISI effort.
0609, App J
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Findings involving accident leakage have been placed in the "to be determined" category
of the table because the wide range of potential leak rates can result in risk levels that
range from the "green" into the "red" categories. Individual findings that involve
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basis accident conditions should be referred to a risk analyst with expertise in steam
generator risk assessments. The analyst will compare the finding parameters to the
latest information available from the ongoing research efforts to select an appropriate
color for the phase 2 analysis.
The table does not include entries for exceeding the operational leakagelimits because
that does not necessarily mean that a significant risk increase has 'doccurred. When that
limit is exceeded, the licensee must shut down the plant.and fincdthd"c6ause. Once they
cause is determined, it will be possible to characterize'the problemiinterms of the
probability for rupture and the estimated rate of lea'ge at the
fecific;'c6-nditionsr
$I
associated with the risk significant accident sequences. Soothe significanccanth'en be
based on the entries for those findings in the tableQ '>
-

B&W reactors have an additional issue that is not rI'i
tithe U-tube designs used by
Westinghouse and CE. The B&W design uses straight tubes tliMkcan be put into
tension or compression by thermal transients jn-the RCS,
jqt6'6hpanges in the
temperature difference between the tubesa th .SG vesseshells which are rigidly
connected, parallel mechanical structure F rtian~ts thatlcool the tubes
significantly more rapidly than the shells§the tubs
expeence axial tension loads
that are high enough to cause tube failure at sI'nificant circu mferential cracks. At
present, significant circumferential crackingis not bei-4found in the free span at B&W
plants. If it is found, it should be catefully
uate
the thermal loads as well as the
pressure loads. The SDP doesbnot attempt to assign a color to a finding of significant
circumfere5tial cracking inthefree-spa6i.6f thetubbs in B&W reactors, but it does
include a note to alert inspectors to submit thfinding for Phase 3 analysis if it ever

occurs/-i<\

A, 4S

The assigned colors for phas--''.are based on the assumption that the releases from
core damage eviitsith failed tubes have characteristics that are appropriately treated
as part oftheIarg~ejariy.release frequency. As modeled by the NRC in NUREG-1 150,
this is usually the cas6.- Some plant's IPEs have found a few sequences that we agree
are potappropriate to reat as part of the LERF. However, many plant IPEs treated
some steam generator uibe rupture sequences as non-LERF for reasons that the
agency does not support. For example, Indian Point unit 2 IPE treats tube rupture
sequences as nonL ERF if the core melts while the SG relief valves function to control
G~steam-side pressure. The licensee's logic is that their modeling shows that the
es'ultin~gradioapttve iodine release is only about 8% of the core inventory, which is less
th'a'th6 1 Othreshold for LERF sequences proposed by EPRI. However, the staff's
mode'l f6'the same sequences in NUREG-1 150 estimated that 14% of the core iodine
inventory would be released. Further, the agency has never accepted the proposed
10% threshold as an appropriate definition for LERF. Therefore, when using an IPE for
phase 3 SDP, it will be necessary to closely evaluate the bases for the LERF
designations of the contributing sequences. Because there is a factor of a few
thousands difference for the iodine release fraction between an SGTR core damage
sequence and the core damage sequence where the containment function is successful,
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our current guidance is to treat sequences as if they are LERF if they are anywhere near
the LERF type releases in magnitude and timing. Excluding sequences from the LERF
category on the basis of small variations in the estimation of the core iodine fraction
released is not realistic, considering the uncertainty of those small differences and the
sequences releases.
Contacts:

Steven Long, NRR/DSSA/SPSB 415-1077
smlQnrc.gov
NRR/DE/EMCB415-2710
elm~nrc.gov
Emmett Murphy,
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